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Bunchball Nitro: Enterprise-level gamification

            
            Tap into the power of gamification to engage your audience - employees, sales teams, channel partners and customers - with BI WORLDWIDE's Bunchball Nitro®, the leading enterprise gamification platform.
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        Bunchball Nitro is a cloud-based platform, is specifically designed to help enterprise-level organizations tap into the power of gamification by taking game techniques we know and love – missions, points, badges and leaderboards – and incorporating them into work environments.

Created to deliver a seamless solution, Bunchball Nitro helps companies face their most common engagement challenges:

	Integration – Bunchball Nitro is system agnostic, so it can seamlessly connect to anywhere you want engagement.
	Analytics – Bunchball Nitro's success is centered around advanced analytics used to drive performance and engagement. Bunchball Nitro also allows organizations to make actionable decisions.
	Safe – The platform keeps your data secure by providing enterprise-level encryption.
	Grow – Bunchball Nitro brings a scalable approach to gamification, so it can handle any size project.
	Segment – Track performance across various functions and disciplines. From onboarding to ongoing programs, get a unifiied view of any initiatives.
	Usability – Bunchball Nitro's intuitive interface provides an easy experience and even easier program management.
	Recognize – Recognize employees with both peer-to-peer recognition and manager recognition.
	Customize – Nitro allows you to easily manage your program according to your specific needs and strategy. We know gamification; you know your users.


    




    
        
            Enterprise-scale technology with market-leading expertise

        

    

    
        
    




    
        
            
                    What is gamification?

                Gamification takes something that already exists – a website, a training tool, a CRM, an online community or other enterprise system – and integrates game mechanics to motivate participation, adoption and loyalty. Our leading digital engagement platform blends enterprise-scale technology with market-leading expertise turning your systems of record into valuable systems of engagement that fuel measurable business results.
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        Our seamless and agnostic integration experience makes Bunchball Nitro an excellent solution for gamifying any LMS, CRM, social collaboration tool, intranet, partner channel or performance management tool. As a pioneer and industry leader, Bunchball Nitro has exclusive partnerships with:

		SAP SuccessFactors Learning
Bunchball Nitro for SAP SuccessFactors Learning is part of the core functionality of the SAP SuccessFactors Talent Management system you’re already using. Tracking learning completions and other behaviors such as course enrollment, launching, sharing and recommedations requires no additional installation. All you have to do it configure your SAP SuccessFactors Learning to integrate with Bunchball Nitro, which can be done in minutes.
		SAP Jam
Nitro for SAP Jam helps you avoid the Achilles heel of social software: getting people to use it. Pre-built components and proven program designs quickly bring new members into the conversation and keep them engaged.
	 	 


Where do you need to level up?

	Intranet – Increase engagement by up to 416%.
	Social media – See an 80% increase in blog traffic from social media and a 57% increase in internal social network activity.
	Software adoption – Customers have seen a 4x increase in adoption and conversions from free trial to purchase.
	Onboarding – Reduce onboarding time from 4 weeks to 14 hours.


Because true gamification is data-driven, businesses can monitor the performance of gamification initiatives amongst employees. However, not all gamification solutions are the same. Many vendors lack robust features. It’s critical to partner with a gamification vendor who has the expertise and experience of working with gamification in the workplace. An innovative gamification platform – like Bunchball Nitro – can capture relevant data and put the strategic insights into action. 

 

Request a Bunchball Nitro consultation

Bunchball Nitro has served over 80 million unique users and 4 billion transactions to date. It’s time to empower your enterprise with higher engagement and rich data insights with the industry’s leading gamification platform.
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        BI WORLDWIDE's Bunchball’s Nitro® platform is covered by one or more of U.S. Patent 8,768,764 and U.S. Patent 9,779,421 and U.S. Patent 11,501,339. 
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                Bunchball Go: Mobile engagement and performance hub

                    Engage and motivate employees not only where they are, but where you want them to be. Enjoy the same desktop standards with the best mobile gamification experience available.
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                Bunchball Web Components: Gamification elements on your terms

                    Rather than getting your users to adopt a new system, our Gamification Web Components allow you transform your tools to drive motivation towards your program defined goals.
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                Strategic eLearning

                    Your sales force needs access to critical information any time, anywhere. That’s why we offer the most widely compatible elearning on the market. While other elearning solutions have different courses for smartphones, tablets, laptops and languages. Chameleon 2.0 is universal. And it’s effective.
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                élan Learning Management System

                    Educate and engage your sales team with the power of the award-winning élan learning management system.
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                Learn how gamification can engage your audience.
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